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Current Evidence on Reliability of Guided Implant Surgery
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Since past few years, the digital technologies which include
computed tomography (CT), cone-beam computed tomography
(CB C T ), a n d co m p u te r- a i d e d d e s i g n /co m p u te r- a i d e d
manufacturing (CAD/CAM), have simplified the treatment planning
and surgical procedures for implant-supported rehabilitation.1
Developments in CBCT and intraoral scanning have facilitated
the transition from traditional manual dental impressions and
treatment planning to a complete digital implant workflow. 2
The digital work flow helps in virtual designing of the implant
position, fabrication of the interim prosthesis in case of patients
with immediately loaded implants with ease in communication
with the clinic, patient and laboratory.1
The guided surgery software helps in the prosthetically
driven virtual planning of the ideal implant positions, which
allows three-dimensional visualization prior to implant surgery. A
stereolithographic surgical template helps in transferring the virtual
planned implant position to the real clinical situation. 3
Whether guided surgery has an edge over conventional
implant placement is not very clear. Walker-Finch and Ucer in their
systematic review with five-year survival rates for implants placed
using digitally designed static surgical guides concluded that,
dental implants placed using a digitally designed static surgical drill
guide have cumulative survival rates which was comparable with
the implants placed using the conventional technique.2 Yogui et al.
in their systematic review and mea analysis compared computerguided implant placement with free hand implant placement. They
found that both computer-guided and freehand surgeries yielded
similar results for mechanical, biological complications, marginal
bone loss, and implant survival rate.1
Zhou et al. in their systematic review studied the clinical
accuracy of guided implant surgery and analyzed the clinical
factors affecting it. They concluded that the position of guide,
whether in maxilla or mandible, fixation of guide with screw or not,
totally or partially guided, using open flap or flapless technique
influences the accuracy of the computer aided implant surgery.
According to them, totally guided systems with fixed screws
followed by flapless approach had greater accuracy.4 Colombo
et al. compared the computer guided implant placement with
conventional treatment protocols in their review on randomized
controlled trial studies. They found a low evidence on image
guided implant placement. There were no statistically significant
differences between computer-guided and conventional implant
placement procedures based on patient outcomes and implant
survival rate. 5
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Although current literature is very limited on guided implant
surgery and the evidence present has not provided any convincing
results which can be detrimental to implant survival rates. However,
still indications for guided implant surgery could be the need for
minimally traumatic or flapless surgery, optimal implant positioning
and immediate loading. More RCT’s are needed to be performed
in order to provide clear evidence so that guided surgery can be
adopted successfully in clinical practice.
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